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We address the nature of spin dynamics in various integrable and non-integrable, isotropic and
anisotropic quantum spin-S chains, beyond the paradigmatic S = 1/2 Heisenberg model. In par-
ticular, we investigate the algebraic long-time decay ∝ t−1/z of the spin-spin correlation function
at infinite temperature, using state-of-the-art simulations based on tensor network methods. We
identify three universal regimes for the spin transport, independent of the exact microscopic model:
(i) superdiffusive with z = 3/2, as in the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang universality class, when the model
is integrable with extra symmetries such as spin isotropy that drive the Drude weight to zero, (ii)
ballistic with z = 1 when the model is integrable with a finite Drude weight, and (iii) diffusive with
z = 2 with easy-axis anisotropy or without integrability, at variance with previous observations.
Introduction.— Understanding equilibrium and out-of-
equilibrium dynamics of interacting quantum systems
remains one of the most strenuous problems in mod-
ern physics. From a phenomenological perspective, tak-
ing into account the few conservation laws of a system
such as energy, momentum and particle number, one
can derive classical hydrodynamic equations to describe a
coarse-grained thermodynamic version of the microscopic
model [1, 2]. Yet, some systems possess an extensive set
of conservation laws, strongly constraining their dynam-
ics and endowing them with exotic thermalization and
transport properties [3–8]. They are known as integrable
systems and are ubiquitous in the low-dimensional quan-
tum world, with experimentally relevant examples from
magnets to Bose gases [9–14].
Two simple paradigms of how a conserved quantity
spreads are exemplified by ordinary thermalizing systems
with diffusion on the one hand, and free-particle systems
(a simple kind of integrable system) with ballistic trans-
port on the other. After many years and much analytical
and numerical progress [3, 6, 15–24], the existence of both
regimes in the spin-half XXZ model, which is a version
of the Heisenberg model with uniaxial anisotropy in the
interaction, has been understood in detail, with quan-
titative explanations of the Drude weight that governs
the amount of ballistic transport. Numerical studies on
this model provide a stringent test of the generalized hy-
drodynamical approach to time evolution of densities in
ballistic regimes of integrable models [19, 20, 25].
Unexpectedly, a numerical study observed a third
behavior at the isotropic (Heisenberg) point of this
model [26, 27]: spin dynamics at infinite temperature
were characterized by superdiffusion with the same dy-
namical critical exponent z = 3/2, defined below, that
appears in the classical, stochastic Kardar-Parisi-Zhang
(KPZ) universality class [28]. This led to additional stud-
ies that explained how the diffusion constant must be-
come infinite at the Heisenberg point [29] and showed
agreement with the full KPZ scaling function [27, 30–
33]. Note that this emergence of superdiffusion and KPZ
universality from quantum models is different from the
superdiffusion with z = 1 that emerges in systems with
momentum conservation [34, 35] or the variable dynam-
ical critical exponent at low temperatures in Luttinger
liquids [36]. It also does not seem to follow from the use-
ful mapping between a classical exclusion process in the
KPZ universality class and statics of the spin-half XXZ
model, for a review, see e.g., Ref. 37.
The main point of this paper is to study infinite-
temperature dynamics in a variety of one-dimensional
quantum magnets with S > 1/2, with and without inte-
grability and isotropy, in order to isolate the requirements
for KPZ superdiffusion. We find several new examples of
higher-spin chains that all have dynamical critical expo-
nent z = 3/2, despite having variable symmetries and in-
teractions. These can be viewed as interpolating between
the S = 1/2 results and recent studies of a classical in-
tegrable spin chain [38]. We find that the occurrence of
superdiffusion with S = 1 is not limited to the isotropic
case, but that it does require integrability; more precisely,
we find that superdiffusion is not present in the simplest
nearest-neighbor models with S = 1, 3/2 and 2, contrary
to recent proposals [39], and we explain what we believe
to be missing in that theoretical analysis.
Investigating spin dynamics.— To investigate the spin
dynamics in quantum spin-S systems, we focus on the
infinite-temperature local spin-spin correlation function,








where SzL/2 is the spin operator component along the
quantization axis at position L/2 in a system of total
length L, 〈·〉 ≡ tr(·)/(2S + 1)L denotes the infinite tem-
perature thermal average and Szr (t) = e
iHtSzr e
−iHt is the
time-dependent operator in the Heisenberg picture, with
H the Hamiltonian describing the system. The prefactor
3/S(S + 1) in Eq. (1) ensures that C(L, t = 0) = 1.
We consider a wide range of integrable and non-
integrable, isotropic and anisotropic quantum spin-S
chains described by Hamiltonians of the form H =∑
j hˆj,j+1 with hˆj,j+1 the local Hamiltonian density. All
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FIG. 1. Top panels (a, c, e, g): Infinite temperature spin-spin correlation function (1) for the isotropic one-dimensional Heisen-
berg model (3) for spin values S = 1/2, 1, 3/2 and 2. Bottom panels (b, d, f, h): Extracted dynamical exponent z(L, t,mmax) by
performing curve-fitting inside a sliding window of data points in order to reliably the infinite-length and infinite-time value of
the power-law decay as in Eq. (2). Only the spin-1/2 case is integrable and show consistent superdiffusive dynamical behavior
over time with z(L, t,mmax) = 3/2. For the larger spin-S models, the dynamical exponent value systematically increases when
varying the curve-fitting window toward longer times with z → 2, supporting diffusive dynamics. Additional analyses are
available in the supplemental material.
and some additionally conserve the total spin Stot =∑








is the usual spin-S op-
erator at site j, making them fully isotropic. Because
of Sztot conservation, in the hydrodynamic limit, the spin
fluctuations captured by the spin-spin correlation func-
tion (1) are expected to decay with a power-law tail at
late time for infinitely large systems,
lim
t→∞ limL→∞
C(L, t) ∼ t−1/z, (2)
with z the dynamical exponent characterizing the nature
of the spin dynamics and spin transport in the system:
z = 2 for diffusion, z = 3/2 for KPZ-type anomalous dif-
fusion or superdiffusion, and z = 1 for ballistic dynamics.
We compute the spin-spin correlation function (1) nu-
merically using matrix product states (MPS) calcula-
tions [40] together with the purification method [41]. The
time evolution is performed through the time-evolving
block decimation algorithm [42] along with a fourth or-
der Trotter decomposition [43] of time step δt = 0.1.
The control parameter of the numerical simulations is
the bond dimension m of the MPS whose convergence
is thoroughly studied in the supplemental material. In
the following, we only show data for the largest bond di-
mension computationally available m ≡ mmax. In prac-
tice one only has access to finite systems L and is lim-
ited in the maximum time t. Therefore, it is instructive
to perform curve-fitting inside a sliding window of data
points in order to reliably extract the infinite-length and
infinite-time value of the dynamical exponent z [44].
The Heisenberg model.—We first consider the paradig-
matic SU(2)-symmetric Heisenberg model,
hˆj,j+1 = Sj · Sj+1, (3)
for S = 1/2, 1, 3/2 and 2, and which is integrable ex-
clusively in the spin-1/2 case [45, 46]. The correlation
function (1) and the extracted dynamical exponent z are
shown in Fig. 1. Superdiffusive behavior with z = 3/2
is unambiguously observed for the S = 1/2 case, in
agreement with previous results [26, 27, 29, 30, 47, 48].
z = 3/2 is the same dynamical scaling exponent as of the
KPZ universality class [28], and the relation has been
confirmed by showing that the infinite temperature spin-
spin correlation function obeys KPZ scaling [27, 30]. For
larger spins S ≥ 1, the dynamical exponent value system-
atically increases when varying the curve-fitting window
toward longer times with z → 2, supporting diffusive dy-
namics.
Our result of diffusive dynamics in these non-integrable
cases is perhaps not too surprising, but there is a rela-
tively long crossover before reaching this limit, and the
fact that at short time z ≈ 3/2 can be misleading. For
instance, based on calculations on a low-energy effec-
tive quantum field theory for the Heisenberg model (3),
namely the non-linear sigma model [49–51], the authors
of Ref. 39 claim that anomalous spin transport is present
in any spin-S Heisenberg chain at low temperature, and
persists at high temperature as corroborated by simula-
tions on the exact spin-1 microscopic model. However
their simulations do not go to long enough time to ob-
serve the increase of z as we do. The superdiffusive dy-
namics that they obtain is an artifact of the low-energy
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FIG. 2. Top panels (a, c, e, g): Infinite temperature spin-spin correlation function (1) for various one-dimensional spin-1 models.
First, the isotropic bilinear-biquadratic Heisenberg chain defined in Eq. (4) for two different signs of the biquadratic term
(panels a and c respectively). Then, the Zamolodchikov-Fateev model (5) with easy-plane (∆ = 0.5) and easy-axis (∆ = 1.2)
anisotropy (panels e and g respectively). Bottom panels (b, d, f, h): Extracted dynamical exponent z(L, t,mmax) by performing
curve-fitting inside a sliding window of data points. Superdiffusion is observed at the isotropic SU(2) and SU(3) points of the
bilinear-biquadratic S = 1 chain while diffusive and ballistic spin dynamics are respectively obtained for the easy-axis and
easy-plane ZF model. Additional analyses are available in the supplemental material.
field theory which is integrable [52, 53], while the ex-
act microscopic model is not. This long-time crossover
to diffusion could possibly have been anticipated based
on previous studies on integrability breaking in S = 1/2
quantum spin chains, where the integrability breaking
is controlled either by adding a parameter or by going
to low temperature [17, 54]. For example, the charge
conductivity is finite with broken integrability but di-
verges as a power-law in inverse temperature or strength
of integrability-breaking [54], because of the same kind of
long-time crossover observed here. The result of diffusion
in the non-integrable S ≥ 1 Heisenberg chain is further
evidence that integrability breaking should be regarded
as a “dangerously irrelevant” perturbation to dynamics
at long times [55]: even if the breaking is weak and irrel-
evant at low energy in the renormalization group sense,
it can strongly modify the long-time behavior by induc-
ing thermalization. It is worth noting two other recent
works mentioning (super)diffusion in the S = 1 Heisen-
berg chain [56, 57], although they could not provide a
definitive answer regarding the nature of the spin dy-
namics.
Even in the classical limit S → ∞, where spin op-
erators in Eq. (3) are replaced by standard unit vectors,
identifying whether spin diffusion is normal or anomalous
has a long-standing history [58–65]. The issue was set-
tled by doing a systematic finite-size analysis in Ref. 66:
As in the quantum cases displayed in Fig. 1, z → 2 is
only reached asymptotically at relatively long time. This
confirms normal diffusive spreading of spin fluctuations,
as expected for a non-integrable model. Interestingly, the
spin dynamics of an integrable classical spin chain with
the same symmetries as the Heisenberg model, known as
the Faddeev-Takhtajan model [67–69], has recently been
explored [38]. The authors are able to show that the
spin transport is superdiffusive with z = 3/2, and be-
longs to the KPZ universality class, just like the quantum
spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain. In addition to the isotropic
point, easy-plane and easy-axis regimes of the model are
also investigated and respectively exhibit ballistic and
diffusive spin transport; again, just like the quantum
S = 1/2 Heisenberg model. This legitimately raises ques-
tions of possible universality regarding the spin dynamics
depending on the nature of the anisotropy in the model.
To address this, we extend the current study to larger
spin-S quantum models.
Family of S=1 models.— We first turn our atten-
tion to various spin-1 models, starting with the isotropic
bilinear-biquadratic Heisenberg chain,
hˆj,j+1 = Sj · Sj+1 ± (Sj · Sj+1)2 . (4)
The two cases considered, with the ± sign for the bi-
quadratic term, are both integrable. With the mi-
nus sign, the model is known as the SU(2)-invariant
Babujian-Takhtajan Hamiltonian [70–72]. Its dynami-
cal spin-spin correlation function (1) as well as the long-
time decay exponent z are plotted in Fig. 2 (a, b) and
show superdiffusion. This is the first time that anoma-
lous spin dynamics is observed in a quantum magnet
besides the spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain, and might hint
that something universal is responsible for this behav-
ior in integrable systems, such as the rotation symme-
4try. This is why the Hamiltonian (4) with a plus sign
(known as the Uimin-Lai-Sutherland model [73–75]) is
interesting, because it extends the SU(2) symmetry to
SU(3), and still demonstrate superdiffusive spin dynam-
ics, see Fig. 2 (c, d). This means that having an inte-
grable SU(2)-symmetric model is not in itself a necessary
ingredient to have anomalous diffusion, as pointed out in
Ref. 48. This statement will be extended by looking at
an integrable SO(5)-symmetric spin-2 chain.
Before that, to investigate the effect of anisotropy, we




































where fab = fba, fzz = 2∆
2 − 1, fxz = fyz = 2∆ − 1
and fab = 1 otherwise. This model is analogous to
the quantum spin-1/2 XXZ chain in the sense that it
is parametrized by a continuous anisotropy parameter
∆ and that it is integrable for |∆| ≤ 1 [77–79]. At
the isotropic point ∆ = 1, it coincides with the Babu-
jianTakhtajan Hamiltonian (4) previously studied. In
presence of easy-axis anisotropy, i.e., |∆| > 1, we observe
diffusive dynamics, as shown in Fig. 2 (e, f) for ∆ = 1.2,
while for an easy-plane anisotropy |∆| = 0.5 < 1, dy-
namics is ballistic. In the later case, ballistic transport
is expected as the Mazur bound [15, 80, 81] computed
analytically in Ref. 82 establishes a non-vanishing Drude
weight for this model.
Overall, the dependence on the spin dynamics (diffu-
sive, ballistic and superdiffusive) on the anisotropy is
quite familiar, with identical behavior observed for the
spin-1/2 quantum Heisenberg chain [26], the classical
Faddeev-Takhtajan model [38] and now the S = 1 ZF
model. However, an interesting feature at S = 1 is that
the ZF model also shows superdiffusion in the “easy-
plane limit” ∆ = 0, see Fig. 3 (a, b). The possibility that
the ∆ = 0 point in the ZF model is special was previously
pointed out [82] on the grounds that it is not forced to
have ballistic transport by the conserved quantities that
force nonzero Drude weight at other values 0 < |∆| < 1.
Integrable SO(5)-symmetric spin-2 chain.— To con-
firm the universal nature of superdiffusion in integrable
isotropic magnets, we study a generalization of the S = 1
bilinear-biquadratic Heisenberg chain (4). It can be
written down as a one-parameter family of bilinearbi-
quadratic Hamiltonians in terms of the SO(2n+ 1) gen-
erators [83, 84]. Focusing on the n = 2 case [85] and
using a spin-2 formulation of this model [83, 84, 86], one
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FIG. 3. Top panels (a, c): Infinite temperature spin-spin
correlation function (1) for the spin-1 Zamolodchikov-Fateev
model (5) at ∆ = 0 and the SO(5)-symmetric bilinear-
biquadratic S = 2 model defined in Eq. (6) for θ =
arctan(1/9). Bottom panels (b, d): Extracted dynamical ex-
ponent z(L, t,mmax) by performing curve-fitting inside a slid-
ing window of data points. Superdiffusive spin dynamics is
observed in both cases with z = 3/2. Additional analyses are
available in the supplemental material.
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It has an integrable point at θ = arctan(1/9), as well as
other remarkable points whose values can be generalized
as a function of n for all symmetry groups [86–90]. We
show in Fig. 3 (c, d) that, once more, anomalous diffusion
is present at an integrable and isotropic point which is
neither characterized by SU(2), nor SU(3) but SO(5) in
this case.
Summary and discussions.— Employing extensive nu-
merical simulations based on tensor network methods,
we have investigated the algebraic long-time decay of
the infinite temperature spin-spin correlation function
in various integrable and non-integrable, isotropic and
anisotropic quantum spin-S chains [91]. Our results un-
equivocally support universal spin dynamics in infinite-
temperature one-dimensional magnets, with three differ-
ent possible regimes: (i) superdiffusive, as in the KPZ
universality class, when the model is integrable with ex-
tra symmetries such as spin isotropy that drive the Drude
weight to zero, (ii) ballistic when the model is integrable
with a finite Drude weight, and (iii) diffusive otherwise.
5One potential future direction is to demonstrate that
the full KPZ [28] scaling function fKPZ is indeed
present for all models showing anomalous diffusion, i.e.,
〈Szr (t)Sz0 (0)〉 ∼ t−2/3 fKPZ[r(λt)−2/3] with λ some pa-
rameter [92, 93]. As it is very costly to compute the dy-
namical spin-spin correlation function at all distances r,
it would be numerically preferable to use the workaround
developed in Ref. 27 for S = 1/2 to address this ques-
tion. An open puzzling question is what ingredient(s)
makes the superdiffusive behavior with z = 3/2 robust
in all isotropic integrable magnets, classical and arbitrary
spin-S quantum models alike? It would also be interest-
ing to see if the mechanism of anomalous diffusion pro-
posed in Ref. 29 for the spin-half Heisenberg chain can
be extended to all these superdiffusive examples.
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8Supplemental material to “Universal Spin Dynamics
in Infinite-Temperature One-Dimensional Quantum Magnets”
Firstly, we show that the fitting procedure to extract the dynamical exponent z is stable by considering
different sizes for the fitting window. Secondly, we discuss the finite-size effects which are visible in the
plots of the main text. Then, we show that good convergence of our results versus the bond dimension
m of the matrix product states is achieved. Finally, two additional models are studied, supporting our
conclusions. Specifically, we look at an integrable SU(5) spin-2 model and the non-integrable XY S = 3/2
model. A summary of the parameters for all the models considered is also available.
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FIG. 1. Extracted dynamical exponent z by considering different sizes (t = 10, t = 20 and t = 30) for the fitting window. Each
model of the main text is considered at the largest system size Lmax and largest bond dimension mmax (see Tab. I). The panels
correspond to: (i) Heisenberg S = 1/2, (ii) Heisenberg S = 1, (iii) Heisenberg S = 3/2, (iv) Heisenberg S = 2, (v) Babujian-
Takhtajan S = 1, (vi) Uimin-Lai-Sutherland S = 1, (vii) Zamolodchikov-Fateev S = 1 at ∆ = 0.5, (viii) Zamolodchikov-Fateev
S = 1 at ∆ = 1.2, (ix) Zamolodchikov-Fateev S = 1 at ∆ = 0.0, (x) SO(5) symmetric S = 2 model.
To evaluate the robustness of the fitting procedure and reliably extract the dynamical exponent z, we try different
size for the fitting window: t = 10, 20 and 30. Each window contains 10t data points because of the Trotter time step
δt = 0.1 considered to perform the time evolution. The largest system size Lmax and largest bond dimension mmax of
each model of the main text is considered in Fig. 1. We see that the fitting procedure is stable with no deviation for
z versus the size of the fitting window. The extracted dynamical exponents z in the main text correspond to a time
window of size t = 10.
CONVERGENCE WITH THE BOND DIMENSION
For each model considered in the main text, we show in Fig. 2 that for the largest system size Lmax (see Tab. I)
good convergence versus the bond dimension m is achieved for the extracted dynamical exponent z. Respectively in
the (b) middle and (c) bottom rows of Fig. 2, we display z versus time for three values of the bond dimension and z
versus the inverse bond dimension for three values of the time (short, intermediate and long).
First excluding the S = 1, S = 3/2 and S = 2 Heisenberg models, we observe in Fig. 2 a systematic convergence
of z in the limit t → ∞ and 1/m → 0 to either z = 1, z = 3/2 or z = 2, depending on the case. In particular, the
dynamical exponent takes one of these three values and not something in between, random or out of control. Plus,
our results are consistent with one another depending on the properties of the models (e.g., integrable, non-integrable,
isotropic). Based on this, one can then argue that for the S = 1, S = 3/2 and S = 2 Heisenberg models, the numerics
should also be reliable (convergence is indeed observed as 1/m→ 0). Computationally, we are not able to reach long
enough times to observe convergence as t → ∞. This means that there is a relatively long crossover before reaching
the asymptotic long-time limit, which is going to be diffusive since it looks like z → 2 as t→∞. As discussed in the
main text, such a relatively long crossover also exists for the classical Heisenberg model. Although smaller (hence we

































































































































































































<latexit sha1_base64="hnUs2xetwlmv/cuU/7Ek4hIFPfY=">AA AB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEywkNxhoSXRxhITD0jgQuaWPdiwt3fZ3TMhhN9gY6Extv4gO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzwlRwbVz321lb39 jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHTZ1kijKfJiJR7RA1E1wy33AjWDtVDONQsFY4upv5rSemNE/koxmnLIhxIHnEKRor+RV+iRe9UtmtunOQVeLlpAw5Gr 3SV7ef0Cxm0lCBWnc8NzXBBJXhVLBpsZtpliId4YB1LJUYMx1M5sdOyblV+iRKlC1pyFz9PTHBWOtxHNrOGM1QL3sz8T+vk5noJphwmWaGSb pYFGWCmITMPid9rhg1YmwJUsXtrYQOUSE1Np+iDcFbfnmVNGtV76pae6iV67d5HAU4hTOogAfXUId7aIAPFDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0XrmpPPnM AfOJ8/uHeN9g==</latexit>
(i-b)
<latexit sha1_base64="nwn2FEhr9FzixvkmMVQ+VO2+24c=">AA AB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEywkNxhoSXRxhITD0jgQvaWPdiwt3fZnTMhhN9gY6Extv4gO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzwlQKg6777aytb2 xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjpkkyzbjPEpnodkgNl0JxHwVK3k41p3EoeSsc3c381hPXRiTqEccpD2I6UCISjKKV/Iq4DC96pbJbdecgq8TLSRlyNH qlr24/YVnMFTJJjel4borBhGoUTPJpsZsZnlI2ogPesVTRmJtgMj92Ss6t0idRom0pJHP198SExsaM49B2xhSHZtmbif95nQyjm2AiVJohV2 yxKMokwYTMPid9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYMbT5FG4K3/PIqadaq3lW19lAr12/zOApwCmdQAQ+uoQ730AAfGAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWNSefOY E/cD5/ALn8jfc=</latexit>
(i-c)
<latexit sha1_base64="1Mj9nYPouEW4qSjRyntkgE4KS8U=">AA AB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEywkNxhoSXRxhITD0jgQvaWPdiwt3fZnTMhhN9gY6Extv4gO/+NC1yh4EsmeXlvJjPzwlQKg6777aytb2 xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjpkkyzbjPEpnodkgNl0JxHwVK3k41p3EoeSsc3c381hPXRiTqEccpD2I6UCISjKKV/Iq4ZBe9UtmtunOQVeLlpAw5Gr 3SV7efsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8VgQjUKJvm02M0MTykb0QHvWKpozE0wmR87JedW6ZMo0bYUkrn6e2JCY2PGcWg7Y4pDs+zNxP+8TobRTTARKs2QK7 ZYFGWSYEJmn5O+0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNp+iDcFbfnmVNGtV76pae6iV67d5HAU4hTOogAfXUId7aIAPDAQ8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmpPPnM AfOJ8/u4GN+A==</latexit>
(ii-c)
<latexit sha1_base64="YgzkyJ6pghnUvoErz8Y8eolIxnk=">AA AB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQC8PdWWgZtLGMYD4gOcLeZi9Zs7d77O4J4ch/sLFQxNb/Y+e/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53C2v rG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48ammZKkKbRHKpOiHWlDNBm4YZTjuJojgOOW2H49uZ336iSjMpHswkoUGMh4JFjGBjpVaVsQty3i9X3Jo7B1olXk4qkK PRL3/1BpKkMRWGcKx113MTE2RYGUY4nZZ6qaYJJmM8pF1LBY6pDrL5tVN0ZpUBiqSyJQyaq78nMhxrPYlD2xljM9LL3kz8z+umJroOMiaS1F BBFouilCMj0ex1NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMmG4C2/vEpafs27rPn3fqV+k8dRhBM4hSp4cAV1uIMGNIHAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByW eO4Q+czx+BbI5r</latexit>
(ii-b)
<latexit sha1_base64="vDwqF3EeQMfkukvIPVR1mGrX4QI=">AA AB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQC8PdWWgZtLGMYD4gOcLeZi9Zs7d77O4J4ch/sLFQxNb/Y+e/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53C2v rG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48ammZKkKbRHKpOiHWlDNBm4YZTjuJojgOOW2H49uZ336iSjMpHswkoUGMh4JFjGBjpVaVsYvwvF+uuDV3DrRKvJxUIE ejX/7qDSRJYyoM4VjrrucmJsiwMoxwOi31Uk0TTMZ4SLuWChxTHWTza6fozCoDFEllSxg0V39PZDjWehKHtjPGZqSXvZn4n9dNTXQdZEwkqa GCLBZFKUdGotnraMAUJYZPLMFEMXsrIiOsMDE2oJINwVt+eZW0/Jp3WfPv/Ur9Jo+jCCdwClXw4ArqcAcNaAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9aCk8 8cwx84nz9/545q</latexit>
(ii-a)
<latexit sha1_base64="vatlxIaEEtKHAOb9sGKQskAwHE8=">AA AB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQC8PdWWgZtLGMYD4gOcLeZi9Zs7d77O4J4ch/sLFQxNb/Y+e/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53C2v rG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48ammZKkKbRHKpOiHWlDNBm4YZTjuJojgOOW2H49uZ336iSjMpHswkoUGMh4JFjGBjpVaVsQt83i9X3Jo7B1olXk4qkK PRL3/1BpKkMRWGcKx113MTE2RYGUY4nZZ6qaYJJmM8pF1LBY6pDrL5tVN0ZpUBiqSyJQyaq78nMhxrPYlD2xljM9LL3kz8z+umJroOMiaS1F BBFouilCMj0ex1NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMmG4C2/vEpafs27rPn3fqV+k8dRhBM4hSp4cAV1uIMGNIHAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByW eO4Q+czx9+Yo5p</latexit>
(iii-a)
<latexit sha1_base64="Wb4Rwq7dhKj1TpoNoKgspyY8RLw=">AAAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhBiYbiLhZZBG8sI5gOSI8xt9pIl e3vH7p4QjvwIGwtFbP09dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLR2nirImjUWsOgFqJrhkTcONYJ1EMYwCwdrB+G7mt5+Y0jyWj2aSMD/CoeQhp2is1K5wzi/xol8qu1V3DrJKvJyUIUejX/rqDWKaRkwaKlDrrucmxs9QGU4FmxZ7qWYJ0jEOWddSiRHTfjY/ d0rOrTIgYaxsSUPm6u+JDCOtJ1FgOyM0I73szcT/vG5qwhs/4zJJDZN0sShMBTExmf1OBlwxasTEEqSK21sJHaFCamxCRRuCt/zyKmnVqt5VtfZQK9dv8zgKcApnUAEPrqEO99CAJlAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wdEuI7c</latexit>
(iii-b)
<latexit sha1_base64="ETQH6RwT0SxrFvTWEKliPSwptUk=">AAAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhBiYbiLhZZBG8sI5gOSI+xt9pIl e3vH7pwQjvwIGwtFbP09dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDfz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWaleEEJfBRb9UdqvuHGSVeDkpQ45Gv/TVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEknxZ7qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5 uVNybpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDG/8TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1OBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdqEijYEb/nlVdKqVb2rau2hVq7f5nEU4BTOoAIeXEMd7qEBTWAwhmd4hTcncV6cd+dj0brm5DMn8AfO5w9GPY7d</latexit>
(iii-c)
<latexit sha1_base64="nmB5yy5Ai3ZcmSsZ54anEr5IE9w=">AAAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhBiYbiLhZZBG8sI5gOSI+xt9pIl e3vH7pwQjvwIGwtFbP09dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDfz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWaleEEJfsol8qu1V3DrJKvJyUIUejX/rqDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST4u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn8 3Ck5t8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophjd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzH4nA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG1CRRuCt/zyKmnVqt5VtfZQK9dv8zgKcApnUAEPrqEO99CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wdHwo7e</latexit>
(iv-a)
<latexit sha1_base64="exRWvmU31CF8ytI2kf1xiwVpBmo=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBQnIHhZZEG0tM5COBC9lb9mBl b/eyu0dCLvwHGwuNsfX/2PlvXOAKBV8yyct7M5mZF8ScaeO6305uY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6ftLRMFKFNIrlUnQBrypmgTcMMp51YURwFnLaD8d3cb0+o0kyKRzONqR/hoWAhI9hYqVVmkyt82S+W3Iq7AFonXkZKkKHRL371BpIkERWGcKx113Nj46dYGUY4nRV6iaYxJmM8pF1LBY6o9tPF tTN0YZUBCqWyJQxaqL8nUhxpPY0C2xlhM9Kr3lz8z+smJrzxUybixFBBlovChCMj0fx1NGCKEsOnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMGG4K2+vE5a1YpXq1QfqqX6bRZHHs7gHMrgwTXU4R4a0AQCT/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+lq05J5s5hT9wPn8Akj2Odg==</latexit>
(iv-b)
<latexit sha1_base64="/uvRFHHUSz+cuBi5CTI5KVTU7XU=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBQnIHhZZEG0tM5COBC9lb9mBl b/eyu0dCLvwHGwuNsfX/2PlvXOAKBV8yyct7M5mZF8ScaeO6305uY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6ftLRMFKFNIrlUnQBrypmgTcMMp51YURwFnLaD8d3cb0+o0kyKRzONqR/hoWAhI9hYqVVmk6vgsl8suRV3AbROvIyUIEOjX/zqDSRJIioM4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOiv0Ek1jTMZ4SLuWChxR7aeL a2fowioDFEplSxi0UH9PpDjSehoFtjPCZqRXvbn4n9dNTHjjp0zEiaGCLBeFCUdGovnraMAUJYZPLcFEMXsrIiOsMDE2oIINwVt9eZ20qhWvVqk+VEv12yyOPJzBOZTBg2uowz00oAkEnuAZXuHNkc6L8+58LFtzTjZzCn/gfP4Ak8KOdw==</latexit>
(iv-c)








<latexit sha1_base64="70T/8Zs9PxkTTlUtC5UbscTh8AY=">AA AB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBQnIHhZZEG0tM5COBC9lb9mBlb/eyu0dCLvwHGwuNsfX/2PlvXOAKBV8yyct7M5mZF8ScaeO6305uY3 Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6ftLRMFKFNIrlUnQBrypmgTcMMp51YURwFnLaD8d3cb0+o0kyKRzONqR/hoWAhI9hYqVWesCty2S+W3Iq7AFonXkZKkK HRL371BpIkERWGcKx113Nj46dYGUY4nRV6iaYxJmM8pF1LBY6o9tPFtTN0YZUBCqWyJQxaqL8nUhxpPY0C2xlhM9Kr3lz8z+smJrzxUybixF BBlovChCMj0fx1NGCKEsOnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMGG4K2+vE5a1YpXq1QfqqX6bRZHHs7gHMrgwTXU4R4a0AQCT/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+lq05J5 s5hT9wPn8AlVSOeA==</latexit>
(vi-b)
<latexit sha1_base64="ghyJQIUonLc2oQjCo6Yqg6ADFik=">AA AB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBQnIHhZZEG0tM5COBC9lb9mBlb/eyu0dCLvwHGwuNsfX/2PlvXOAKBV8yyct7M5mZF8ScaeO6305uY3 Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6ftLRMFKFNIrlUnQBrypmgTcMMp51YURwFnLaD8d3cb0+o0kyKRzONqR/hoWAhI9hYqVWesKvgsl8suRV3AbROvIyUIE OjX/zqDSRJIioM4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOiv0Ek1jTMZ4SLuWChxR7aeLa2fowioDFEplSxi0UH9PpDjSehoFtjPCZqRXvbn4n9dNTHjjp0zEia GCLBeFCUdGovnraMAUJYZPLcFEMXsrIiOsMDE2oIINwVt9eZ20qhWvVqk+VEv12yyOPJzBOZTBg2uowz00oAkEnuAZXuHNkc6L8+58LFtzTj ZzCn/gfP4Ak8+Odw==</latexit>
(vi-a)
<latexit sha1_base64="MEYrtF/IwxutMKG9VNP14dpUQMs=">AA AB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBQnIHhZZEG0tM5COBC9lb9mBlb/eyu0dCLvwHGwuNsfX/2PlvXOAKBV8yyct7M5mZF8ScaeO6305uY3 Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6ftLRMFKFNIrlUnQBrypmgTcMMp51YURwFnLaD8d3cb0+o0kyKRzONqR/hoWAhI9hYqVWesCt82S+W3Iq7AFonXkZKkK HRL371BpIkERWGcKx113Nj46dYGUY4nRV6iaYxJmM8pF1LBY6o9tPFtTN0YZUBCqWyJQxaqL8nUhxpPY0C2xlhM9Kr3lz8z+smJrzxUybixF BBlovChCMj0fx1NGCKEsOnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMGG4K2+vE5a1YpXq1QfqqX6bRZHHs7gHMrgwTXU4R4a0AQCT/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+lq05J5 s5hT9wPn8AkkqOdg==</latexit>
(vii-a)
<latexit sha1_base64="h8RMGX99eQkqQMbMjcw4qBWG3Rg=">AA AB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBQnKHhZZEG0tM5COBC9lb5mDD3t5ld4+EEH6EjYXG2Pp77Pw3LnCFgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXHdbye3sb m1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3c/91hiV5rF8MpME/YgOJA85o8ZKrfKY8yt62SuW3Iq7AFknXkZKkK HeK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+pMpwJnBW6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/nRx7oxcWKVPwljZkoYs1N8TUxppPYkC2xlRM9Sr3lz8z+ukJrz1p1wmqU HJlovCVBATk/nvpM8VMiMmllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbUMGG4K2+vE6a1Yp3Xak+Vku1uyyOPJzBOZTBgxuowQPUoQEMRvAMr/DmJM6L8+58LFtzTj ZzCn/gfP4AWK2O6Q==</latexit>
(vii-b)
<latexit sha1_base64="zMChUKwmQpiDwSr3N5GWAgI4xsE=">AA AB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBQnKHhZZEG0tM5COBC9lb5mDD3t5ld4+EEH6EjYXG2Pp77Pw3LnCFgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXHdbye3sb m1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3c/91hiV5rF8MpME/YgOJA85o8ZKrfKY86vgslcsuRV3AbJOvIyUIE O9V/zq9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxp9SZTgTOCt0U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/eni3Bm5sEqfhLGyJQ1ZqL8npjTSehIFtjOiZqhXvbn4n9dJTXjrT7lMUo OSLReFqSAmJvPfSZ8rZEZMLKFMcXsrYUOqKDM2oYINwVt9eZ00qxXvulJ9rJZqd1kceTiDcyiDBzdQgweoQwMYjOAZXuHNSZwX5935WLbmnG zmFP7A+fwBWjKO6g==</latexit>
(vii-c)
<latexit sha1_base64="fCgEQatkpr4i+4Mv16xDKePoh2E=">AA AB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBQnKHhZZEG0tM5COBC9lb5mDD3t5ld4+EEH6EjYXG2Pp77Pw3LnCFgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXHdbye3sb m1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3c/91hiV5rF8MpME/YgOJA85o8ZKrfKY8yt22SuW3Iq7AFknXkZKkK HeK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+pMpwJnBW6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/nRx7oxcWKVPwljZkoYs1N8TUxppPYkC2xlRM9Sr3lz8z+ukJrz1p1wmqU HJlovCVBATk/nvpM8VMiMmllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbUMGG4K2+vE6a1Yp3Xak+Vku1uyyOPJzBOZTBgxuowQPUoQEMRvAMr/DmJM6L8+58LFtzTj ZzCn/gfP4AW7eO6w==</latexit>
(viii-a)
<latexit sha1_base64="PTgI13Q0i1Y3vSN7AJvc5b8VrQg=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEywkNxhoSXRxhIT+UjgQvaWOdiw t3fu7pEQwp+wsdAYW/+Onf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubed28rt7+weHhaPjho5TxbDOYhGrVkA1Ci6xbrgR2EoU0igQ2AyGdzO/OUKleSwfzThBP6J9yUPOqLFSqzTinF/Si26h6JbdOcgq8TJShAy1buGr04tZGqE0TFCt256bGH9CleFM4DTfSTUmlA1pH9uWShqh9ifz e6fk3Co9EsbKljRkrv6emNBI63EU2M6ImoFe9mbif147NeGNP+EySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMyeJz2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2ooszYiPI2BG/55VXSqJS9q3LloVKs3mZx5OAUzqAEHlxDFe6hBnVgIOAZXuHNeXJenHfnY9G65mQzJ/AHzucPH3uPXA==</latexit>
(viii-b)
<latexit sha1_base64="dZUw16SwXsej4pYfEugaDQmWdD4=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEywkNxhoSXRxhIT+UjgQvaWOdiw t3fu7pEQwp+wsdAYW/+Onf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubed28rt7+weHhaPjho5TxbDOYhGrVkA1Ci6xbrgR2EoU0igQ2AyGdzO/OUKleSwfzThBP6J9yUPOqLFSqzTinF8GF91C0S27c5BV4mWkCBlq3cJXpxezNEJpmKBatz03Mf6EKsOZwGm+k2pMKBvSPrYtlTRC7U/m 907JuVV6JIyVLWnIXP09MaGR1uMosJ0RNQO97M3E/7x2asIbf8JlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZk9T3pcITNibAllittbCRtQRZmxEeVtCN7yy6ukUSl7V+XKQ6VYvc3iyMEpnEEJPLiGKtxDDerAQMAzvMKb8+S8OO/Ox6J1zclmTuAPnM8fIQCPXQ==</latexit>
(viii-c)
<latexit sha1_base64="gP/DqK6RtaTjDIaZE2bBFOig6Lc=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZSEywkNxhoSXRxhIT+UjgQvaWOdiw t3fu7pEQwp+wsdAYW/+Onf/GBa5Q8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubed28rt7+weHhaPjho5TxbDOYhGrVkA1Ci6xbrgR2EoU0igQ2AyGdzO/OUKleSwfzThBP6J9yUPOqLFSqzTinF+yi26h6JbdOcgq8TJShAy1buGr04tZGqE0TFCt256bGH9CleFM4DTfSTUmlA1pH9uWShqh9ifz e6fk3Co9EsbKljRkrv6emNBI63EU2M6ImoFe9mbif147NeGNP+EySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMyeJz2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2ooszYiPI2BG/55VXSqJS9q3LloVKs3mZx5OAUzqAEHlxDFe6hBnVgIOAZXuHNeXJenHfnY9G65mQzJ/AHzucPIoWPXg==</latexit>
(ix-c)
<latexit sha1_base64="y1fSLwyeABfAv5gsB/4vOKfRvGI=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBQnIHhZZEG0tM5COBC9lb9mBl b/eyu2ckF/6DjYXG2Pp/7Pw3LnCFgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PWlomitAmkVyqToA15UzQpmGG006sKI4CTtvB+Gbmtx+p0kyKezOJqR/hoWAhI9hYqVVmTxfkvF8suRV3DrRKvIyUIEOjX/zqDSRJIioM4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOi30Ek1jTMZ4SLuWChxR7afz a6fozCoDFEplSxg0V39PpDjSehIFtjPCZqSXvZn4n9dNTHjlp0zEiaGCLBaFCUdGotnraMAUJYZPLMFEMXsrIiOsMDE2oIINwVt+eZW0qhWvVqneVUv16yyOPJzAKZTBg0uowy00oAkEHuAZXuHNkc6L8+58LFpzTjZzDH/gfP4AmFWOeg==</latexit>
(ix-b)
<latexit sha1_base64="wA8+gq0FxOvYV1Wm85b5LIx1Lpk=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzHBQnIHhZZEG0tM5COBC9lb9mBl b/eyu2ckF/6DjYXG2Pp/7Pw3LnCFgi+Z5OW9mczMC2LOtHHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PWlomitAmkVyqToA15UzQpmGG006sKI4CTtvB+Gbmtx+p0kyKezOJqR/hoWAhI9hYqVVmTxfBeb9YcivuHGiVeBkpQYZGv/jVG0iSRFQYwrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFroJZrGmIzxkHYtFTii2k/n 107RmVUGKJTKljBorv6eSHGk9SQKbGeEzUgvezPxP6+bmPDKT5mIE0MFWSwKE46MRLPX0YApSgyfWIKJYvZWREZYYWJsQAUbgrf88ippVSterVK9q5bq11kceTiBUyiDB5dQh1toQBMIPMAzvMKbI50X5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBltCOeQ==</latexit>
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FIG. 2. Top rows (a): Infinite temperature spin-spin correlation function for the largest system size Lmax for each of the models
considered in the main text (see Tab. I) for different bond dimensions m. Middle rows (b): For the same three values of the bond
dimension of the corresponding upper panel, the dynamical exponent z is extracted by performing curve-fitting inside a sliding
window of 10t data points, and is plotted versus t. Bottom rows (c): For three values of the time t (short, intermediate and long
– and highlighted in the corresponding upper panel by an arrow), the dynamical exponent is fitted inside a window containing
10t data points and plotted versus the inverse bond dimension 1/m. Lines are guide for the eye. The panels correspond to: (i)
Heisenberg S = 1/2, (ii) Heisenberg S = 1, (iii) Heisenberg S = 3/2, (iv) Heisenberg S = 2, (v) Babujian-Takhtajan S = 1,
(vi) Uimin-Lai-Sutherland S = 1, (vii) Zamolodchikov-Fateev S = 1 at ∆ = 0.5, (viii) Zamolodchikov-Fateev S = 1 at ∆ = 1.2,
(ix) Zamolodchikov-Fateev S = 1 at ∆ = 0.0, (x) SO(5) symmetric S = 2 model.
are able to resolve it), a crossover is also visible for the non-integrable ZF model at ∆ = 1.2 in Fig. 2 (vii-b) as well
as for the non-integrable S = 3/2 XY model of Fig. 3 (2)
In fact, it is very interesting that a moderate bond dimension seems sufficient to accurately capture the correct
algebraic behavior ∼ t−1/z at infinite temperature. It is unclear why entanglement (the amount of entanglement that
can be encoded is controlled by the bond dimension m, and which is therefore bounded by mmax) has little to do
with it, but this surely opens perspectives for future studies. We also want to mention that other works, see e.g.,
Refs. 95, 27 and 96, successfully addressing similar questions, use a finite bond dimension that is way smaller than
10
one would naively require for the system sizes and times considered.
FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS
When studying long-time dynamics on a finite system, the system size L has to be large compared to the causality
light cone to avoid any finite size effect. In order to take this into account, the data for the smaller system sizes are
shown until the time at which a significant deviation from the larger system size is visible, while we typically consider
tmax ∼ 100 otherwise.
For instance, if one considers Fig. 1 (d, f, h) of the main text, there is a perfect collapse of L = 32 data onto the
L = 64 data, which also collapse nicely onto the L = 128 data. This collapse survives for later and later times as the
system size is increased. The deviation that can be observed at “long time” for the small system sizes is a causality
light cone effect as this is only observed at longer times for larger system sizes. Within the light cone, there is no
systematic deviation from small to large system sizes for the exponent.
On Fig. 2 (b) of the main text, there is at all time a systematic deviation of the data from L = 32 to L = 128,
with no overlap for the value of the exponent (even within a time window within the causality light cone). But as
one considers larger and larger system sizes L, the exponent goes toward z = 3/2, converging to its thermodynamic
value.
ADDITIONAL MODELS
In addition to the ten models considered in the main text, we consider two extra models in this supplemental
material, strengthening our conclusions. First we study the integrable SU(5) Uimin-Lai-Sutherland model through
a spin-2 representation. Its Hamiltonian is the same as Eq. (6) of the main text for the value of the parameter











The infinite-temperature local spin-spin correlation function is computed similarly to all other models, and the data
are displayed in Fig. 3. We get, as expected, superdiffusive spin dynamics for the SU(5) integrable model while it
is diffusive for the other one. We note that there exists a finite crossover time before reaching the asymptotic long-
time limit in the diffusive case. Interestingly, the dynamical exponent at short time [see, e.g., Fig. 3 (2-e)] takes a
value z > 2 while the other non-integrable models studied displayed a short-time exponent z ≈ 3/2, which could be
misleading to distinct diffusive from superdiffusive dynamics. Moreover, in the low-energy limit, the Hamiltonian (1)
can be described by an effective field theory which is integrable (specifically as a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid), but no
sign of ballistic behavior is locally observed in the dynamical expoment z(t).
11
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(1-f)








<latexit sha1_base64="Rs5xLzDpd34iTN0nBjSKEDDXuJA=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUgyWJBz0WvXisYNpCG8pmu2m X7m7C7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb2dtfWNza7u0U97d2z84rBwdt3SSKUIDkvBEdSKsKWeSBoYZTjupolhEnLaj8d3Mbz9RpVkiH80kpaHAQ8liRrCxUlDzL8lFv1J16+4caJV4BalCgWa/8tUbJCQTVBrCsdZdz01NmGNlGOF0Wu5lmqaYjPGQdi2VWFA d5vNjp+jcKgMUJ8qWNGiu/p7IsdB6IiLbKbAZ6WVvJv7ndTMT34Q5k2lmqCSLRXHGkUnQ7HM0YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtP2YbgLb+8Slp+3buq+w9+tXFbxFGCUziDGnhwDQ24hyYEQIDBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0rjnFzAn8gfP5A2eAjcE=</latexit>
(2-b)
<latexit sha1_base64="sDjoE568DidLMpXu64RuojLb6fc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUgyWJBz0WvXisYNpCG8pmu2m X7m7C7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb2dtfWNza7u0U97d2z84rBwdt3SSKUIDkvBEdSKsKWeSBoYZTjupolhEnLaj8d3Mbz9RpVkiH80kpaHAQ8liRrCxUlDzL6OLfqXq1t050CrxClKFAs1+5as3SEgmqDSEY627npuaMMfKMMLptNzLNE0xGeMh7VoqsaA 6zOfHTtG5VQYoTpQtadBc/T2RY6H1RES2U2Az0sveTPzP62YmvglzJtPMUEkWi+KMI5Og2edowBQlhk8swUQxeysiI6wwMTafsg3BW355lbT8undV9x/8auO2iKMEp3AGNfDgGhpwD00IgACDZ3iFN0c6L86787FoXXOKmRP4A+fzB2X7jcA=</latexit>
(2-a)
<latexit sha1_base64="YKCniMPX1sWk4skIHWRdp0xxm2s=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUgyWJBz0WvXisYNpCG8pmu2m X7m7C7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb2dtfWNza7u0U97d2z84rBwdt3SSKUIDkvBEdSKsKWeSBoYZTjupolhEnLaj8d3Mbz9RpVkiH80kpaHAQ8liRrCxUlDzL/FFv1J16+4caJV4BalCgWa/8tUbJCQTVBrCsdZdz01NmGNlGOF0Wu5lmqaYjPGQdi2VWFA d5vNjp+jcKgMUJ8qWNGiu/p7IsdB6IiLbKbAZ6WVvJv7ndTMT34Q5k2lmqCSLRXHGkUnQ7HM0YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtP2YbgLb+8Slp+3buq+w9+tXFbxFGCUziDGnhwDQ24hyYEQIDBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0rjnFzAn8gfP5A2R2jb8=</latexit>
di↵usive
<latexit sha1_base64="2ub5AfpcYZtT6Nvq2gkAjp1PJzo=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5ioWXQxjKC+ZDk CHubuWTJ3t6xuxcIR36FjYUitv4cO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju7nfnqDSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FjpacDDMNV8gv1yxa26C5B14uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5Gle FM4KzUSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rPFwTNyYZUBCWNlSxqyUH9PZDTSehoFtjOiZqRXvbn4n9dNTXjjZ1wmqUHJlovCVBATk/n3ZMAVMiOmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbUcmG4K2+vE5atap3Va091Cr12zyOIpzBOVyCB9dQh3toQBMYRPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8A HjKQmw==</latexit>
superdi↵usive
<latexit sha1_base64="DWVZV BMNnbPThUDs5rW6aqxXVJU=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlI jHxRHbxoEeiF4+YCJjASmZne2HC7CPzwBDCf3jxoDFe/Rdv/o0D7E HBSjqpVHWnuyvIBFfadb+dwtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3f1A+PGqp1EiGTZaK VD4EVKHgCTY11wIfMok0DgS2g+HNzG+PUCqeJvd6nKEf037CI86ot tKjMhnKkEeRUXyEvXLFrbpzkFXi5aQCORq98lc3TJmJMdFMUKU6npt pf0Kl5kzgtNQ1CjPKhrSPHUsTGqPyJ/Orp+TMKiGJUmkr0WSu/p6Y 0FipcRzYzpjqgVr2ZuJ/Xsfo6Mqf8CQzGhO2WBQZQXRKZhGQkEtkWo wtoUxyeythAyop0zaokg3BW355lbRqVe+iWrurVerXeRxFOIFTOAc PLqEOt9CAJjCQ8Ayv8OY8OS/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QM+mZL8</lat exit>
t = 11.4
<latexit sha1_base64="PX2ylGkKIgF47Z0tsW8O9vLaRhY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgadmtBb0IRS8eK9gPaJeSTb NtbDZZklmhLP0PXjwo4tX/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXpgIbsDzvp3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48ahmVasqaVAmlOyExTHDJmsBBsE6iGYlDwdrh+Hbmt5+YNlzJB5gkLIjJUPKIUwJWasG177u1frniud4ceJX4OamgHI1++as3UDSNmQQqiDFd30sgyIgGTgWblnqpYQmhYzJkXUsli ZkJsvm1U3xmlQGOlLYlAc/V3xMZiY2ZxKHtjAmMzLI3E//zuilEV0HGZZICk3SxKEoFBoVnr+MB14yCmFhCqOb2VkxHRBMKNqCSDcFffnmVtKquf+FW72uV+k0eRxGdoFN0jnx0ieroDjVQE1H0iJ7RK3pzlPPivDsfi9aCk88coz9wPn8AJAuOLw==</latexit> t = 37.4








S = 3/2, XY model
<latexit sha1_base64="sLAaTjjV4WUayz7WBEzTtYE8lqY=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXCiOLRYvEgEqSDrAgVb AwFkEfqI0qx3GKVTuObAdUlX4KCwMIsfIlbPwNbpsBWo50paNz7tW99wQJo0o7zreVW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d+ziblOJVGLSwIIJ2Q6QIozGpKGpZqSdSIJ4wEgrGFxO/NYDkYqK+FYPE+Jz1I9pRDHSRurZxfLNefXEKx/D9h3kIiSsZ5ecijMFXCRuR kogQ71nf3VDgVNOYo0ZUqrjOon2R0hqihkZF7qpIgnCA9QnHUNjxInyR9PTx/DQKCGMhDQVazhVf0+MEFdqyAPTyZG+V/PeRPzP66Q6OvNHNE5STWI8WxSlDGoBJznAkEqCNRsagrCk5laI75FEWJu0CiYEd/7lRdL0Km614l17pdpFFkce7IMDcAR ccApq4ArUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi15qxsZg/8gfX5AxDMkfE=</latexit>
S = 2, SU(5) Uimin-Lai-Sutherland model
<latexit sha1_base64="RX ztujlihDtRWAJDvRar6FiBMaE=">AAACEnicbVA9SwNBEN3 z2/h1ammzmAgJaLg7EW0E0cbCQokXhSSEvb2JWbK7d+zuC SHkN9j4V2wsFLG1svPfuIkpNPHBwOO9GWbmRSln2njelzM1 PTM7N7+wmFtaXlldc9c3qjrJFIWQJjxRtxHRwJmE0DDD4TZ VQETE4SbqnA38m3tQmiXy2nRTaAhyJ1mLUWKs1HRLhcpxU NjFlbBYOCiUcMgEk3sXhO1VMtMGxYmMsUhi4E0375W9IfAk 8Uckj0a4bLqf9TihmQBpKCda13wvNY0eUYZRDv1cPdOQEto hd1CzVBIButEbvtTHO1aJcStRtqTBQ/X3RI8Irbsisp2Cm LYe9wbif14tM62jRo/JNDMg6c+iVsaxSfAgHxwzBdTwriWE KmZvxbRNFKHGppizIfjjL0+SalD298vBVZA/OR3FsYC20DY qIh8dohN0ji5RiCh6QE/oBb06j86z8+a8/7ROOaOZTfQHzs c3gJma8A==</latexit>
FIG. 3. The two left columns (1) correspond to the integrable SU(5) Uimin-Lai-Sutherland model of Eq. (6) of the main text
with θ = arctan(1/3). The two right columns (2) correspond to the non-integrable XY S = 3/2 model of Eq. (1). Panels
(a) show the infinite-temperature local spin-spin correlation function for different system sizes at the computationally largest
available bond dimension (see Tab. I). Panels (b) show the extracted dynamical exponent by performing curve-fitting inside
a sliding window of data points. The data considered are those of panels (a). Panels (c) display the effect of the size of the
fitting window (10, 20 and 30) on the extracted dynamical exponent. Panels (d) show the correlation function for the largest
system size considered (see Tab. I) for various bond dimensions. Panels (e) show the extracted dynamical exponent from the
data of panels (d) by performing curve-fitting inside a sliding window. Panels (f) display the value of the extracted dynamical
exponent versus the inverse bond dimension for the largest system size considered, at three different times (short, intermediate
and long).
SUMMARY OF THE PARAMETERS





























































TABLE I. Maximum bond dimension mmax used in the simulation of the different systems of length
L considered in the main text and in the supplemental material. For each system, the maximum size
Lmax considered is also highlighted.
